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Medical Transcription Services

Panzer Healthcare Services medical services are customized and professionally tailored to meet the
clientsâ€™ needs. We make sure that the format is what the client expects and also maintains high
standards as far as hospital information systems are concerned and dictation requirements. The
medical personnel can be rest assured that they are in the best hands and can get accurate and
reliable dictation through our professionally qualified medical transcriptionists.

The medical world has undergone a sea change, and today hi-fi technology has taken over medical
services and this also applies to medical transcription process. Panzer Technologies is much
recognized for providing quality medical transcription services. In fact, we make sure we maintain
high standards when it comes to providing medical transcription services. Our approach is
professional and we believe in total customer satisfactions, when delivering quality medical
transcription services.

Medical Billing and Coding

Even in the arena of medical billing and coding, we do not compromise in the services offered. we
strive hard to maintain this reputation. We are indeed a popular medical billing company and clients
prefer to make use of our medical billing service. Why so? As mentioned earlier, we provide the best
medical billing services and have attained this distinction through sheer hard work and dedication.
We have retained our distinct identity of providing superior medical billing service among top
medical billing companies.

The need of the hour is professionalism, and Panzer Technologies ensures that no compromise is
made on this front. Over coding services are excellent and also its medical transcriptionists know
their job well and give their best at work. This is why Panzer Technologies has been acknowledged
as one of the best medical billing company.

What are our medical transcription services?

â€¢	Emergency room reports

â€¢	Teleconference notes

â€¢	Clinical summary

â€¢	Surgery notes

â€¢	Medical records summary

â€¢	Discharge summary

â€¢	SOAP notes

â€¢	Patient charts
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â€¢	Clinical summary

â€¢	History as well as physical reports

â€¢	Progress notes

â€¢	Pediatric/Geriatric reports

â€¢	Rehabilitation reports

â€¢	Operative reports

â€¢	Teleconference notes

â€¢	Clinical summary

â€¢	Surgery notes

â€¢	History and physical reports

â€¢	Medical records summary

â€¢	Progress notes

â€¢	Discharge summary

Why are our billing coding services unique?

â€¢	Generate cleaner, quicker claims that are backed by of course by our superior business
processes, knowledge as well as multiple rounds of quality as well as compliance checks.

â€¢	Reduced labor costs as well as improved coding accuracy which is provided by providing access
to other trained coding staff.

â€¢	Get undoubtedly better yields at lower costs, by making use of our effective payer follow-up as well
as denial/rejection processes.

â€¢	Dramatically reduces your Accounts Receivables.
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